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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Utilizing the SWOP app, you get the window of opportunities to swap or sell items. Customers will be
able to upload their wardrobe, create outfits for inspiration on what to wear and have a digital
collection of their styles. Our AI technology helps with mundane tasks of image processing
(optimizing, cutting out backgrounds) and writes sales texts instantly for you based on 3 words (ie.
hoodie, Carrhart, size L).

We target Gen Z, as they buy twice as much clothes as we did 15 years ago, and the solution is
co-created with Gen Z, based on their behaviour. We will nudge them into a more sustainable
lifestyle by making it as convenient as possible to be a seller on the platform and socially
acknowledge them through gamification and digital perks (digital samples from high end brands).
We want to embrace their digital life by offering digital fashion and the ability to sell both physical
and digital second hand fashion, based on NFT and blockchain technology, on the platform.

Our go to market is standing on two legs: 1) SoMe and influencer based marketing on Gen Z’s
favourite platforms and 2) High school networks who will help us get traction on a grassroot level.

Our Strategic Growth Plan consists of 3 stages over the next 3-5 years:

Step 1: Build a relationship with Gen Z, especially within the high school community, through a social
Recommerce platform, where you buy, sell and swap secondhand clothes, buy digital collections,
get digital perks and see how much carbon emission you save both personally and as a community. 

Step 2: Extend the digital collections, both new and with secondhand options using blockchain to
track authenticity, so the digital part of the platform grows. 

Step 3: Creating a MetaVerse franchise with digital fashion, both new collections from designers and
secondhand. Pick your favourite items in the MetaVerse and get them as your new fashion item in
the physical world – made to order.
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MISSION AND VISION
Mission

SWOP is a user driven app platform for swopping the clothes we all have in our wardrobes, but don’t
use anymore. and we don't want to go through the hassle of trying to sell them. But on the other
hand, we feel that they are too good to give away.  It’s designed to fit the lifestyle of Gen Z.

SWOP believes that second hand trading is important to make the world more sustainable and
therefore wants to drive an easy way to help people give a longer life to clothes.

SWOP will provide a quick and easy way to swop your clothes and act like a high end fashion brand.
And like that, swopping your clothes will feel so much as a “Green Luxury” affair, that you will want to
enjoy and repeat, but with such a high end fashion feeling, that you will forget that it is second hand.

Fashion. Recycled.

Vision

Our vision is 100% focused on driving a ”re-use, less waste social behavior in people. We want to
make a significant impact on C02 reduction by facilitating and making it attractive and easy to swop
your clothes, giving them a longer life and introducing digital fashion, both as AR filters and as made
to order items in MetaVerse, so we kill the overproduction and help fashion become sustainable.

Fashion. Reinvented.
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VALUE PROPOSITION
Utilizing the SWOP app, you get the window of opportunities to swap or sell items in a convenient
way. Customers will be able to upload their wardrobe and create outfits for inspiration on what to
wear and have a digital collection of their styles.

No more spending hours in front of the mirror wondering what to wear, keep up to date with new
trends and get outfit recommendations. Use it for personal inspiration and use the marketplace to
buy, sell and swap clothes.

Our AI technology helps with mundane tasks of image processing (optimizing, cutting out
backgrounds) and writes sales texts instantly for you based on 3 words (ie. hoodie, Carhartt, size L).

With the SWOP app, you can give the clothes you don’t use anymore a new life, and see how much
carbon emissions you save on personal level, in your community (ie. your high school), and as an
overall SWOP community.

Gen Z don’t see the border between the physical and digital world as artificial, which means that
their digital presence is equally important to them as how they present themselves in “real life”. We
want to embrace their digital presence by offering digital fashion, and the ability to sell both physical
and digital second hand fashion, based on NFT and blockchain technology, on the platform.

Create value from the clothes Gen Z don’t use. An extra ”almost free” wardrobe of clothes
from peers giving the subscriber a stylish place to supplement their own wardrobe.  Replace
your spontaneous buys. Enjoy contributing to the purpose of giving clothes a longer life and
being part of a sustainable wardrobe. 

Be part of the change. 

● From assembly lines to circular living.
● From wear and tear to reuse and repair.
● From old patterns to new mindsets.
● Towards a lifestyle that doesn’t require more than can be supplied.
● Towards habits that don’t let goods still great, go to waste. 
● Towards long-term thinking and short-term owning.
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BUSINESS MODEL
Solution

From careless consumption to successful re-commerce. SWOP empowers communities to look
fabulous, and reduce carbon footprint at the same time.

Problem

Fashion industry was accountable for 10% of all global carbon emissions in 2020 and 50% in 2030 if
we don’t change behavior. To be able to ensure a better future, things need to change. Our
behaviors and priorities must change in order to reduce the pressure on our planet.

The easiest way to reduce emissions is to make better use of what already exists. Teach people to
dress in style - not in emissions.

How we solve the problem

SWOP is SAAS (software as a service ) with a marketplace on top to extend the fashion life cycle. It
is a freemium model so it costs nothing to download the app, upload your wardrobe, and use the
core functionality. It is modelled on CANVA’s business model, so you can upgrade your software
service to a premium user. This costs 29 dollars a month, and it unlocks different styling and planning
tools for your wardrobe such as weekly planning, party match tool etc, and also trying on tools using
augmented reality.

We have borrowed key success elements from the gaming industry that satisfies the needs for
achievement and recognition.

Swop App is easier to use and more fun and enables everyone to be successful in dressing circular.

All users can buy SERVICES in the app provided by SWOP such as;

1. Secure Payment & Insurance
2. Delivery (electric cars/Bikes door to door) 
3. Promotion services to give the items the user is selling or swapping a boost so they have 

better chance of being seen by potential buyers or Swoppers. These cost anything from 1 to
10 to 20 dollars.

4. Recommend a SWOP/BUY - users can ask a stylist to recommend a SWOP or BUY based on
their wardrobe

5. Chat with a Stylist - they can buy a chat with a stylist about their wardrobe  for 10 minutes 30
minutes or 1 hour 15 - 50 dollars

Or they can buy from the marketplace from a vendor. When a user buys items digital or physical or a
service from vendors on the marketplace, SWOP takes a 25% commission from the vendor for the
sale.We truly believe that Gen Z will push the development of MetaVerse very fast, and in 2-4 years
we will see a lot of new online services appear. And at the same time the importance of the green
profile will rise. So we have designed a SAAS model and marketplace that can support both physical
and digital fashion at the same time.
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We support UNs Sustainable Development Goals:

Goal 4 Quality Education 
Goal 12 Responsible Consumption & Production
Goal 13 Climate Action

See the whole business model under the section Financial Model.

We are inspired by the CANVA Saas and marketplace business case:

Year 1 2012 Canva launched to selected professionals 
Year 2 2014 January launched to the public and 150.000 

August Guy Kawasaki joined as chief Evangelist 
October 1 million users

Year 3 2015 4 million Users
Year 5 2017 Became profitable with 294.000 “Paying Users” 
Year 6 2018 10 million users
Year 10 2022 60 million users - Turnover 1 billion dollars 2000 employees
Total Funding  575.5 million dollars  - 16 rounds of funding -  5  acquisitions

 SWOP's keys to success include:

1. Enough financing, so it can be the fastest growing SAAS for managing your digital and
physical wardrobe, and marketplace for second hand digital and sustainable fashion.

2. Software has to be fast and easy and provide enough value so you want to use it. i.e. like
Canva self fuelling

3. Solution stack don’t have to invent all the technology use what is there already
4. Constantly co-create new features with target group
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MARKET ANALYSIS
The current clothing system is extremely wasteful and polluting. We produce, distribute and use
clothing in an almost completely linear way. Large amounts of nonrenewable resources are extracted
to produce clothes that are often used for only a short period , after which the materials are largely
lost to landfill or incineration. It is estimated that more than half of fast fashion produced is disposed
of in under a year. This linear system leaves economic opportunities untapped, put pressure on
resources, pollutes and degrades the natural environment and its ecosystems, and creates
significant negative societal impacts at local, regional, and global scales. The economic value of
these negative externalities is difficult to quantify, although the recent Pulse of the fashion industry
report estimated that the overall benefit to the world economy could be about EUR 160 billion (USD
192 billion) in 2030 if the fashion industry were to address the environmental and societal fallout of
the current status quo.

The market for second hand clothing is becoming mainstream, and in 2020, in the US alone, 33
million people bought second hand clothing for the first time. The market is predicted to grow
15-20% in the next 5 years. There are a diversity of models emerging to answer new demand for a
more sustainable offer and it is predicted that C2C (consumer to consumer) models are expected
to grow to 47 billion in the US by 2025.

Clothing is massively underutilized: worldwide, clothing utilization – the average number of times a
garment is worn before it ceases to be used – has decreased by 36% compared to 15 years ago.
While many low-income countries have a relatively high rate of clothing utilization, elsewhere rates
are much lower. In the US, for example, clothes are only worn for around a quarter of the global
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average. The same pattern is emerging in China, where clothing utilization has decreased by 70%
over the last 15 years.

Globally, customers miss out on USD 460 billion of value each year by throwing away clothes that
they could continue to wear, and some garments are estimated to be discarded after just seven to
ten wears. Clothing users are acknowledging this as a problem, with, for example, 60% of German
and Chinese citizens admitting to owning more clothes than they need.

The above graph from Thredup shows the expected nine-fold growth in retail sale of second hand
clothes. A few African nations like Rwanda have increased tariffs and are planning to ban the import
of second hand clothes from big exporters like the United States and Europe by 2019 to reduce its
negative impact on local manufacturers.

The second hand clothes sector is now a big employer in East Africa, both directly and indirectly,
largely in sales and distribution. So, while second hand clothes imports do undercut local producers
and traders, they also provide employment - and local textile producers are up against cheap,
efficient producers in Asia and elsewhere.

Second hand clothing and accessory stores in Asian countries like Japan, Thailand and China are
looking to expand into other markets, where the demand for used goods is rising. The companies
plan to sell pre-owned Japanese apparel, as well as domestically-sourced items, the market for
which is growing, driven by the rise of the region's middle-income bracket. The notable fact is that,
since the beginning of fiscal 2018, sales in Thailand are up 20 percent year after year. Similarly, with a
combined annual sales target of over $18 million, another series of stores are planned in Malaysia and
other nearby nations.

Almost 35 percent of Europeans claim to have used second hand clothes. With awareness of
environmental impact and online retail of used clothing, this number has significantly improved over
the years. Among these, Italians (60 percent), Hungarians (40 percent) and Polish (35 percent)
have become more conscious about buying second hand goods. The earlier concept of charity is
getting replaced by business owners and private operators who get exports from the United States,
the United Kingdom, Germany and the Netherlands.

Below is a figure of TAM, SAM and SOM in Europe:
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Below is a figure of TAM, SAM and SOM in USA:

2.47 billion Gen Z 30% of Global population
95% own phones
78%own a gaming console
57% have a desktop computer
65 million Gen Z in USA
40% of USA consumers are Gen Z
69% Gen Z find Ads disruptive
54% blame human activity for climate change
Gen Z spend 53% of their money on clothing and shoes

Source: Capital Counsellor - Milica Arsenovic, 2021

68 million Gen Z in USA
61 million Gen Z in Europe

TOM SOM SAM - Users:

1.4 billion TAM (global population of Gen Z that have a desktop computer)
70 million  SAM (54% of Gen Z who own a computer blame human activity for climate change)
12 million SOM (SWOP intends to take 17% of this group in 5 years through in line with our 3 stage
growth plan)
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COMPETITION
Current alternatives

1. Leave them in your wardrobe
2. Give them to charity or give them away, like Red Cross in Denmark
3. Sell them on another C2C platform, or in a store that gives you points for the garment E.g.

Facebook, Trendsales (Denmark), Instagram, Tise, Depop, Vinted, Vestiaire Collective,
ThredUP, RealReal connect,

4. Use a service that offers to sell them for you. E.g. Zalando, Sellby.se, or Traditional Vintage
stores with subscriptions or points systems

5. Or a Buyback service from brands that offer you credit off new items eg. Ganni and H&M

Below are some direct competitors with identical or similar products or services:

1. TISE
2. ecolookbook.com
3. zalando.com

TISE

TISE sells and discovers second-hand fashion, interior, and furniture. The company's application
includes advertisements that can be followed and bought after chatting with the seller and inquiring
about the item, thereby enabling customers to get a variety of things in one place.

Tise Overview

Tise is an app for iOS and Android called Tise. It is used for selling and discovering second hand
fashion, interior and furniture.

They believe that second hand trading is important to make the world more sustainable, and they
want to bring down barriers, so people are able to take action. People in general have too many nice
things lying around, not being used. They want to remove any stigmas attached to selling second
hand, and reduce the time it takes. They believe that everyone wants to be part of the green
movement. and they just need a little motivation and the right tool to get going. Tise increases
incentives for selling in a fun and inspiring way.

Founded: 2014
Turnover: 5 million EUROS
Investment to date: 17  Million EUROS
No of Employees: 84
Source: growjo.com
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ECOLOOKBOOK

ECOLOOKBOOK is a platform for sharing ethical sustainable fashion and beauty brands from all
around the world. Founded in January 2019 by two Dubai expat eco-warriors, Samantha Dumas and
Isabelle Wessollek, with the mission to prove that fair fashion can be exciting and cool, with all the
benefits of fast fashion, but without the damage to our planet, its people and animals.

ECOLOOKBOOK features sustainable and ethical fashion labels, beauty, influencers, where to shop
sustainable, and everything in between. Their look book offers the latest looks and trends for
conscious readers, from people who are just starting their good fashion journey to those who
haven’t even thought about sustainable fashion yet.

Zalando

Found in 2008, Zalando is a European online fashion platform offering a broad assortment of
fashion for men, women and children. It carries over 1.500 brands and over 150.000 product choices
for over 17 million customers in 15 countries.

By constantly optimizing its processes and platform offerings, using its e-commerce expertise and
lots of can-do spirit, Zalando has become Europe's leading online fashion retailer in only a few years.
Its goal is to create the world’s best online fashion experience. The core of its business is what the
company focuses on, always striving to be cutting-edge in fashion, technology, marketing, and
logistics.

Founded: 2008
Turnover: 6,5 billion EUROS source: statista.com
Investment to date: 615,9  Million EUROS
Valuation at IPO: 5,3 billion EUROS
No of Employees: 10001+
Source: crunchbase.com
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TARGET GROUP
Gen Z (born 1997 -2012) need to look fabulous, which means they are buying 5 times more clothes
and accessories than we did 30 years ago. Each item is only worn an average of 7 times. Their need
for “newness” is very high. They are also the frontrunners in battling the climate crisis, and have a
need to manage both an online and offline image. We have a solution for a convenient way of
nudging them to the right behaviour.

SWOP will focus on the student population to start with, launching in major cities.

Gen Z characteristics:

1. Born using technology
2. Want green solutions (but are lazy and need a convenient solution)
3. Prioritize convenience, so the more you do for them, the easier it is to attract them
4. Many of them are still in high-school or college but they have their own money
5. It is important to them that the company gives back to society instead of just making a profit
6. They value a good customer experience, and if a brand engages them on a social network,

they are more likely to become a loyal customer
7. Brand conscious
8. Urban lifestyle
9. No need to go to physical stores
10. Easiest to affect through influencers
11. Buys brand apparel they like to exchange - they already know second-hand platforms, but

are light users
12. ”Want it all” approach: quality, brands, easy, cheap, green, sustainable and cool at the same

time
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MARKETING STRATEGY
Our Strategic Growth Plan consists of 3 stages over the next 3-5 years:

Step 1: Build a relationship with Gen Z, especially within the high school community, through a social
Recommerce platform, where you buy, sell and swop secondhand clothes, buy digital collections,
get digital perks and see how much carbon emission you save, personally and as a community. 

Step 2: Extend the digital collections, both new and with secondhand options using blockchain to
track authencity, so the digital part of the platform grows. 

Step 3: Creating a MetaVerse franchise with digital fashion, both new collections from designers and
secondhand. Pick your favourite items in the MetaVerse, and get them as your new fashion item in
the physical world – made to order.

SWOP Sales strategy emphasizes focus, targeting specific customers (Gen Z) within our market
segment, and utilizing a calculated, direct sales approach. The SWOP team holds deep industry
experience across multiple segments, and our knowledge and network are extensive. As we develop
products, we will approach the customers that we feel can benefit from our product and service line
under the brand. Initially, our sales and marketing strategy in Denmark is focused on young fashion
conscious customers online through Instagram and website SEO. We are utilizing network
connections for large audiences and research how to get in touch with the decision-makers and
influencers within these target customers. Once SWOP begins working with a customer, we have
strong confidence that the value proposition of our products and model will encourage repeat
business in other markets.

Social media will be a major aspect of our growth strategy. It’s modern-day word of mouth, and
consumers are putting more and more trust into it. According to Hubspot, 71% of consumers are
more likely to make a purchase when referred to by social media. And 92% would trust an influencer
over a brand when making a purchasing decision. Traditional advertising no longer has the clout it
used to, and that’s where social media influencers come in. Once we generate enough subscribers,
the second phase will be to hire Celebs & Execs.

Furthermore, SWOP will:

● Differentiate and build brand awareness by investing in communication and marketing
materials that will effectively capture SWOP's value proposition of an innovative service,
supply model, and partnership.

● Invest in premium sales samples to deliver exceptional product experience in customer
meetings.

● Conduct thorough research and preparation on every individual customer, understanding
their existing brand, market needs, current growth strategy, and opportunities.

● Will always be a student first and an eternal learner. We will encourage feedback and ideas in
all interactions with our team, our production partners, clients, and consumers. By listening
and learning, SWOP will continue to adapt and evolve our assumptions and proposition to
most effectively meet and improve on our products and services.
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SWOP will have a presence on all relevant social media platforms, such as TikTok, Instagram,
Facebook, and Snapchat. Generally, the majority of people spend their free time on these social
media platforms, and especially Gen Z. Therefore, this promotional strategy to familiarize the public
with the SWOP app, would be a valuable asset to reach wide customer audiences. We can boost our
content marketing through these social media platforms by linking quality content with the right
posting schedule, and the correct frequency of posts. High-quality SEO content, coupled with all
the above, will help us bring in the right customers at the right time. Aside from that, it will enable us
to attract an organic audience by implementing relevant hashtag strategy along with optimized and
thorough content.

● Social Media Marketing Objectives
● Increase Brand Awareness
● Increase Size of Social Communities; the number of followers, fans or subscribers
● Strengthen Customer Engagement to Increase Customer Loyalty
● Capture consumer opinions and feedback regarding app and measure consumer satisfaction
● Convert Social Followers into Qualified Leads and New Business

Influencer Marketing

An influencer marketing would be another promotional strategy followed by SWOP. In this, we
approached the renowned social media celebrities or vloggers to vouch and endorse our platform.
The benefits we can get by using this marketing channel would be the following: influencers usually
have a large and engaged audience, so when he/she shares or mentions our company’s content to
them, the great exposure will enable us to get in front of the target audience in a positive, natural,
and meaningful way. Since the audience with influencer marketing is essentially our target audience,
they convert quicker. This is because they are already interested in that particular niche. So not only
can we gain customers quicker, but also drive more conversions.

In a study by Influencer Marketing Hub, it’s been found that influencer marketing is the fastest in
acquiring customers online. 28% of marketers in the survey seem to agree with this. This is clearly
one of the key benefits of influencer marketing. Studies have also shown that tweets from
influencers when coupled with those from brands have increased purchase intent 5.2X. Not only
that, 40% of people have reported having made a purchase as a result of an influencer tweet.

Influencer Marketing Objectives:

● Work with an influencer whose niche aligns with our offerings, and capture a large and pre-
engaged target audience

● Connect the credibility and trust from the celebrities to our offerings
● High Volume of Sales Lead

Google Ads

Additionally, SWOP will use highly-focused, specific keywords to draw traffic for our app through
text pay-per-click advertising on Google AdWords, and banner ads on other appropriate websites
(brokered by Google or another ad placement company). Advertisements will be targeted at
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potential clients, who will find our content-rich site to be a valid resource and applicable to their
interests, rather than an interruption or distraction.

Google Ads offers different ways of targeting, which enables us to show our ads to reach people
with specific interests - namely, people who are interested in our services, by showing them relevant
ads. For example; if someone searches a key word related to reuse and recycle, the odds are that our
ad will pop up, as it related to our business niche. With Google Ads, we can measure our marketing
campaign by seeing which ads get clicks and which ones don’t, so we‘ll also quickly see where to
invest in our campaign. That, in turn, can boost the return on investments long term.

Promotion Codes & Discounts

We will use promotional pricing strategies as a way to increase purchases from budget-conscious or
new customers. Coupon marketing strategy will be very effective at attracting new customers, who
will certainly boost our sales (though not necessarily profits). Once a new customer downloads the
SWOP app, we will have an opportunity to turn them into a repeat customer. As reported by Shopify
at Unite 2017, e-commerce vendors that actively provide discount codes to customers are 8x more
likely to make a sale than those that don’t. Going along with this, RetailMeNot found that 67% of
consumer’s report making an unanticipated purchase after being presented with a discount offer.

As Merkle explains in its 2019 Loyalty Barometer Report, “61% of consumers say that the most
important way a brand can interact with them, is by surprising them with offers or gifts just for being
a customer.”

There are many ways we can use to provide coupons and discounts to our customers such as:

● Include a coupon code in our emails
● List a 24-hour-only coupon on your Instagram and Facebook story! This creates urgency,

timeliness, and a recipe for the ultimate in share-ability. Asking a follower to share a good
deal increases your exposure, engagement, and brand efforts.

● Anything from Facebook ads to Google Display ads can have a coupon code in the image.
This not only incentivizes customers to click, but also helps us to get insight on which channel
they used.

High schools

Our go to market is standing on two legs, so besides “traditional” digital marketing and vouchers, we
have established a relationship with high schools and selected students from the schools, who will
reduce the carbon footprint by actively promoting SWOP to their fellow students.

SWOP has co-created in a Masterclass at Niels Brock, the most acclaimed Danish high school, with
students with the highest grades, and a large network of other high schools and colleges they
collaborate with, both in Europe and USA.

Through Niels Brock, SWOP has become an Unesco project and students will present the project at
a big Unesco conference in Spring 2022 in Athens, Greece. Students from Niels Brock are playing an
active role in expanding SWOP as a grassroot initiative in high schools in both Europe and US.
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TEAM

Lars Richter
Founder & CEO
Lars brings in over 20+ years of experience working with giants like TV 2 Denmark, LEGO, Tuborg, Carlsberg,
Mercuri Urval, and Toyota. He helps companies to build their brand and define strategy. Lars is also a founder
and investor, he has invested in loads of companies and is always looking for Social Impactful projects. Lars is
currently working on project SWOP, and apart from this Lars is also a renowned TEDx speaker.

Lisa Marie Bagge
Business Development Lead
Lisa is an industry veteran with over 2 decades of experience in business development. Lisa is highly skilled in
mapping & designing customer journeys, creating value propositions and “go to market strategies''. Her area
of interest is value innovation, circular economy, digitalization, and co-creation. Lisa holds a Power MBA in
Masters of Business Administration, a BA in Business and Economics from Richmond University in London
and she also is certified in Digital Marketing from the Business Academy in Århus.

Maris Pagasts
Lead Designer
Maris has a BA in Digital concept development and an AP in multimedia design and communication as well as
over 7 years of experience consulting in Graphic Design and Web design. Maris is highly skilled in UX and
complex multilevel website development. Maris has worked on projects for the Danish Ministry of Finance,
Nordea, Odense Zoo, Danish Transportation of Ministry, Right to Movement and many more.

Maria Andreasdóttir
Community Manager
Maria is a SoMe manager and content creator, concept developer, copywriter and journalist and has delivered
articles to e.g. VICE and Danish newspapers. She is also a copywriter for various advertising campaigns. Maria
is also an influencer herself and knows the pitfalls as well as the positive side of working with community
building.

Lau Bjørn Jensen
Lead Developer
Lau has 15 years of experience in software development and e-commerce. He has collaborated with SAXO,
Schneider Electric, Interflora, Nokia, CERN and others. Lau has been part of the management team of the
datadriven digital marketing agency Atcore. He has focused on making technology transparent, easy to
understand and efficient.
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Mads Dannenberg & Mathias Wahl
Partnership Managers
Co-creaters of Swop app through Masterclass and responsible for partnerships with schools.

FINANCIAL PLAN

The financial forecasts are based on market research and the business model of Canva. The reason
we chose Canvas to model the revenue split on is because it looks much like what we expect SWOP
to have. It is a SAAS model (software as a service model with subscriptions) as well as a C2C
marketplace (i.e. consumer to consumer marketplace where users can buy from each other. As well
as having a business subscription to attract businesses. We expect the same split with a large
freemium user base.

From researching Canva’s financials, we have been able to get an idea of the cost base as we add
users. This is both in terms of marketing and operations. Like Canva, we will be storing lots of user
data (in Canva’s case users designs of graphics and in our case images of clothing and accessories.)
and the costs of this, in terms of operations, should look quite similar. Canva also uses the same
channels for their marketing to get people on to their software in the first place. So we have
modelled their costs of acquistion as part of our forecasts.

From our market research, Canva’s net profit margin is approximately 10-14%, which basically means
86% is being used on operations and costs of services. We have forecasted ours at the same level,
and even if we change the figures, we will not let it go above 25%.

Second most important factor in our financial forecast is active users. We estimate 12 million users in
the next 5 years. We forecast this based on the investment we will make in marketing.

We have carefully analyzed the expansion and all costs associated with it. The expansion budget will
be divided into three major segments below:

● Facility costs – App development, hardware, offices  and daily costs

● Employee Costs - Hiring new employees, training programs, and payroll taxes

● Marketing Cost – Marketing Campaign, In-house marketing, and Business Development
Managers
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Selected Key Figures and Milestones from Financial Model:

2022-2026

Step 1: Build a relationship with Gen Z, especially within the high school community, through a social
Recommerce platform, where you buy, sell and swop secondhand clothes, buy digital collections,
get digital perks and see how much carbon emission you save, personally and as a community. 

Active Users: 1.5 - 6million

2025-2027

Step 2: Extend the digital collections, both new and with secondhand options, using blockchain to
track authencity, so the digital part of the platform grows. 

Active Users: 6-12 million

2027

Step 3: Creating a MetaVerse franchise with digital fashion, both new collections from designers and
secondhand. Pick your favourite items in the MetaVerse and get them as your new fashion item in
the physical world – made to order.

Active Users: 12 million
Turnover: 278 million
Expenses: 189 million

According to our conservative estimates:

Expected Turnover - Cost of Goods sold and Gross Profit before expenses

When officially launched year 1-5

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Revenue 20,894,515 66,135,507 125,017,346 201,610,501 278,160,442

COGS 2,173,681 6,880,153 13,005,700 20,973,780 28,937,370

Gross Profit 18,720,834 59,255,354 112,011,646 180,636,722 249,223,072
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The projected financial statements have been prepared according to the general accounting
principles and necessarily include some amounts based on reasonable estimates and judgement.
For accounting purposes, the longterm assets are expensed using the straightline depreciation
method and statements are accounted for based on IFRS:

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Turnover 20,894,515 66,135,507 125,017,346 201,610,501 278,160,442

COGS 2,173,681 6,880,153 13,005,700 20,973,780 28,937,370

Gross Profit 18,720,834 59,255,354 112,011,646 180,636,722 249,223,072

Operat  Operational
Expenses

Travel & Entertainment
expenses

208,945 661,355 1,250,173 2,016,105 2,781,604

Professional fees 417,890 1,322,710 2,500,347 4,032,210 5,563,209

Rent /office costs 1,044,726 3,306,775 6,250,867 10,080,525 13,908,022

IT costs 2,089,451 6,613,551 12,501,735 20,161,050 27,816,044

Admin Cost 6,268,354 19,840,652 37,505,204 60,483,150 83,448,133

Finance Cost 104,473 330,678 625,087 1,008,053 1,390,802

Salary 18,000,000 18,000,000 18,000,000 18,000,000 18,000,000

Marketing 3,094,664 3,075,879 8,588,709 4,999,414 7,907,498

Startup Cost 904,968 - - - -

Total Operation Expenses 32,133,472 53,151,600 87,222,122 120,780,507 160,815,312

Operating Profit (13,412,638) 6,103,754 24,789,524 59,856,215 88,407,759

Profit Before Tax &
Interest

(13,412,638) 6,103,754 24,789,524 59,856,215 88,407,759

Interest - - - - -

Taxes - - - - -

Profit  After Tax &
Interest

(13,412,638) 6,103,754 24,789,524 59,856,215 88,407,759

We plan to continue to grow SWOP long term through increased sales of our products and move
into digital and the Global Market. Based on our financial assumptions, we expect to break even in
year 2. We expect to increase sales from subscribers. Year 3 and 4 we expect activity on the digital
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products to grow. We expect to increase sales from 20 million to 278 million by year 5. To achieve
this goal, SWOP plans to sell services to 12 million subscribers globally.

Company
Valuation

Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 After Year 5

1 2 3 4 5 Constant
Growth

Initial Investment 2,095,000

Free Cash Flows $ (11,317,638) 6,103,754 24,789,524 59,856,215 88,407,759

154% 306% 141% 48% 1%

Discount Rate
@0.15

0.8696 0.7561 0.6575 0.5718 0.4972

PV Of all Future
Cash Flows

(2,095,000) (9,841,423.) 4,615,314 16,299,514 34,222,984 43,954,281 317,098,742

Expected Return
To Investors

- 1,609 6,536 15,782 23,310 -

Return on
Investment
Expected

1,609 8,146 23,928 47,238 47,238

PV of First 5
Years

43,201,390

PV After 5 Years
@0.01   Terminal
Growth Rate

317,098,742

NPV/ Value
of Company

$ 360,300,132

SWOP has analyzed the company evaluations, which results in a positive NVP at a 10% discount rate.

Through our analysis, we conclude that the investor is getting a good return against adequate risks.

The IRR is also attractive, 129% i.e. SWOP’s NVP would be zero, if the discount back rate was 27%. In
addition, the payback period would be achieved in 1.32 years. The total value of the company based
on our estimate would be 360 million. This NVP is calculated after considering all free cash flows,
discount rate, cash burn and financial methodology.
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Lars Richter
CEO SWOP
+45 30258763
lars@swop-app.dk
swop-app.dk/investors
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APPENDIX
Financial Research

“Canva”

https://www.afr.com/work-and-careers/careers/unicorn-canva-reports-maiden-profit-in-second-h
alf-of-2017-20181003-h165qo

https://entrepreneur-360.com/how-does-canva-make-money-22060

https://www.afr.com/technology/canva-may-be-australia-s-most-valuable-private-company-2021
0915-p58rxk

Market Validation Research

Nike Aquired Virtual Fashion start-up RTFKT.

https://dressx.com/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI3brrtcTa9QIVHAWiAx14rQkGEAAYAiAAEgK86_D_BwE

https://zerrin.com/sustainable-fashion-meaning-myths-misconceptions/

Sizing and 3D scanning

https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/RJTA-10-2020-0112/full/html
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Closet of the future (source: Thredup.com)

The above graph from Thredup shows the expected nine-fold growth in retail sale of second hand clothes. A few
African nations like Rwanda have increased tariffs and are planning to ban the import of second hand clothes from
big exporters like the United States and Europe by 2019 to reduce its negative impact on local manufacturers.

The second hand clothes sector now is a big employer in East Africa, both directly and indirectly, largely in sales and
distribution. So, while second hand clothes imports do undercut local producers and traders, they also provide
employment - and local textile producers are up against cheap, efficient producers in Asia and elsewhere.

Second hand clothing and accessory stores in Asian countries like Japan, Thailand, China are looking to expand into
other neighbours where demand for used goods is rising. The companies plan to sell pre-owned Japanese apparel
as well as domestically-sourced items, the market for which is growing, driven by the rise of the region's
middle-income bracket. The notable fact is that since the beginning of fiscal 2018, sales in Thailand are up 20
percent year on year. Similarly, with a combined annual sales target of over $18 million, another series of stores are
planned in Malaysia and other nearby nations.

Almost 35 percent of Europeans claim to have used second hand clothes. With awareness of environmental impact
and online retail of used clothing, this number has significantly improved over the years. Among these, Italians (60
percent), Hungarians (40 percent) and Poles (35 percent) have become more conscious about buying second hand
goods. The earlier concept of charity is getting replaced by business owners and private operators who get exports
from the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany and the Netherlands. The market is booming in Eastern
European countries where the mushrooming of second hand stores in Poland, Bulgaria, Croatia and Hungary is a
good indicator in the last six years.

The world has learnt that the main benefit of textile recycling activities is the opportunity to reuse clothing. Through
the reuse of clothes and textiles, we can avoid pollution and energy-intensive production of new clothing. Additionally,
clothing that cannot be reused may be repurposed into such products as rags or recycled into fabric or other material
for reprocessing.
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Sustainability and Problem Awareness

As per the survey conducted by MDPI the production and use of clothing are related to serious environmental
problems. Therefore, it seems likely that fundamental attitudes towards social and ecological issues as well as the
knowledge about the problems associated with clothing could have impacts on consumption and use. Some
information on the occurrence of the respective attitudes in the population is given. The survey showed that the
level of general sustainability awareness is quite

high in countries like Germany, Denmark etc. as measured by the degree to which the following statements were
accepted:

More than half of the individuals who have been interviewed were aware of the problems in connection to the
production of clothing:

● Environmental pollution by the mass production of clothing (rates of classifications on the two/three
highest stages of a 6-level problem rating scale: 55.9%/84.1%);

● Bad working conditions in the clothing industry (64.2%/85.8%);

● Toxic substances in clothes that could harm health of wearers (62.1%/84.3%)

Beyond its primary protective function, clothing has many secondary functions that affect its choice, buying, and
use. Clothes serve, e.g., as means to express differences to others, one’s own creativity or personality.

Results of the survey: They are aggregates of the following items (the total population agreement
rates on the two/three highest stages of a 6-level rating scale are given in parenthesis):

Distinction

● I want to show by my clothing that I belong to a certain group of people (agreement: 17.8%/38.8%).

● By my clothing, I want to set myself apart from others (agreement: 22.7%/45.1%).
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Creativity

● For me it is fascinating to slip into new roles with different clothes again and again (agreement:
22.1%/44.5%).

● My clothing must please myself—I don’t care what others say (agreement: 70.6%/92.2%)

Purchase of Used Clothing 

Buy second-hand clothing (often: 5.9%, occasionally: 35.0%). 

As to their own statements, more than half of the interviewees restrict their clothing purchase. The portion of those
who often buy clothing produced under ecologically and/or socially less harmful conditions is around ten percent.
The portion of second-hand buyers is even lower. The relative societal distribution of the three more sustainable
consumption options can be seen in Figure below. While the purchase of more sustainably produced or of
second-hand clothing is more prevalent among women, more men stated that they restrict their clothing
consumption. The index for this latter option increases by trend with age and decreases strongly with increasing
income. The indices for the purchase of more sustainably produced and of second-hand closing show largely
opposing trends. The buying of more sustainably produced clothing is more common in older and higher-income
segments compared to younger and lower-income segments, while the purchase of second-hand clothing
decreases with age and income, with the exception of the highest income segment.
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CO2 and Clothing Research

The current clothing system is extremely wasteful and polluting

The current system for producing, distributing, and using clothing operates in an almost completely linear way. Large
amounts of nonrenewable resources are extracted to produce clothes that are often used for only a short period ,1

after which the materials are largely lost to landfill or incineration. It is estimated that more than half of fast fashion
produced is disposed of in under a year . This linear system leaves economic opportunities untapped, put pressure2

on resources, pollutes and degrades the natural environment and its ecosystems, and creates significant negative
societal impacts at local, regional, and global scales (see Figure 2). The economic value of these negative
externalities is difficult to quantify, although the recent Pulse of the fashion industry report estimated that the
overall benefit to the world economy could be about EUR 160 billion (USD 192 billion) in 2030 if the fashion industry
were to address the environmental and societal fallout of the current status quo.3

TODAY’S CLOTHING SYSTEM PUTS PRESSURE ON RESOURCES, POLLUTES THE ENVIRONMENT, AND
CREATES NEGATIVE SOCIETAL IMPACTS

3  Global Fashion Agenda and Boston Consulting Group, Pulse of the fashion industry (2017), p.19

2 McKinsey & Company, Style that’s sustainable: A new fast fashion formula (2016)

1 This is true for plastic-based fibers, but also for cellulose based fibers such as cotton, which usually requires
fossil based fertilizers and pesticides
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Clothing is massively underutilized

Worldwide, clothing utilization – the average number of times a garment is worn before it ceases to be used – has
decreased by 36% compared to 15 years ago. While many low-income countries have a relatively high rate of4

clothing utilization, elsewhere rates are much lower. In the US, for example, clothes are only worn for around a
quarter of the global average. The same pattern is emerging in China, where clothing utilization has decreased by
70% over the last 15 years. Globally, customers miss out on USD 460 billion of value each year by throwing away5

clothes that they could continue to wear, and some garments are estimated to be discarded after just seven to ten6

wears . Clothing users are acknowledging this as a problem, with, for example, 60% of German and Chinese citizens7

admitting to owning more clothes than they need.

7 Barnardo’s, Survey of 1500 women as part of #MyBarnardosDonation – Campaign (2015); Morgan, L.R. and
Birtwistle, G., An investigation of young fashion consumers’ disposal habits (2009)

6 Calculation based on Circular Fibres Initiative materials flow analysis (for details see Appendix B) and
Euromonitor International Apparel & Footwear 2016 Edition (volume sales trends 2005–2015). In 2015, 46% (in
mass) of collected garments were reused. If 100% of discarded clothing were collected, 22.2 million tonnes
would be reused instead of 5.6 million tonnes as at present, meaning 16.6 million tonnes of new garments

5 Ibid.

4 Circular Fibers Initiative analysis based on Euro monitor International Apparel & Footwear 2016 Edition
(volume sales trends 2005–2015). All numbers include all uses until the garment is discarded, including reuse
after collection and resale.
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Source: Circular Fibres Initiative analysis

1. Recycling of clothing into the same or similar quality applications

2. Recycling of clothing into other, lower-value applications such as insulation material, wiping cloths, or
mattress stuffing

3. Includes factory offcuts and overstock liquidation

4. Plastic microfibers shed through the washing of all textiles released into the ocean

Less than 1% of material used to produce clothing is recycled into new clothing , representing a loss of more than8

USD 100 billion worth of materials each year . As well as significant value losses, high costs are associated with9

disposal: for example, the estimated cost to the UK economy of landfilling clothing and household textiles each year
is approximately GBP 82 million (USD 108 million). Across the industry, only 13% of the total material input is in10

some way recycled after clothing use.

Most of this recycling consists of cascading to other industries and use in lower-value applications, for example,
insulation material, wiping cloths, and mattress stuffing – all of which are currently difficult to recapture and
therefore likely constitute the final use. Even though some countries have high collection rates for reuse and11

11 See, for example, Watson, D., et al., Exports of Nordic used textiles: Fate, benefits and impacts (2016)

10 Estimate based on Circular Fibres Initiative analysis on the share of materials and on a price of USD 2.8/kg
for cotton yarn and USD 1.7/kg for polyester yarn (see http://www. globaltexassociates.com/price.html).

9 Estimate based on Circular Fibres Initiative analysis on the share of materials and on a price of USD 2.8/kg for
cotton yarn and USD 1.7/kg for polyester yarn (see http://www. globaltexassociates.com/price.html).

8 Circular Fibres Initiative materials flow analysis
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recycling (such as Germany, which collects 75% of textiles), much of the collected clothing in such countries is12

exported to countries with no collection infrastructure of their own. These valuable efforts increase clothing
utilization, though ultimately most of these clothes end up in landfills or are cascaded to lower-value applications. 13

Today’s Linear System Uses Large Amounts of Resources And Has Negative Impacts On The
Environment And People

The textiles industry relies mostly on non-renewable resources – 98 million tones in total per year – including oil to
produce synthetic fibers, fertilizers to grow cotton, and chemicals to produce, dye, and finish fibers and textiles.14

Textiles production (including cotton farming) also uses around 93 billion cubic meters of water annually,
contributing to problems in some water-scarce regions. With its low rates of utilization (leading to high levels of
throughput) and low levels of recycling, the current wasteful, linear system is the root cause of this massive and ever
expanding pressure on resources. The industry’s immense footprint extends beyond the use of raw materials. In
2015, greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from textiles production totaled 1.2 billion tones of CO2 equivalent, more
than those of all international flights and maritime shipping combined. The industry also has direct local impacts.
The use of substances of concern in textile production has negative effects on farmers, factory workers, and the
surrounding environment. While there is little data on the volume of substances of concern used across the industry,
it is recognized that textile production discharges high volumes of water containing hazardous chemicals into the
environment. As an example, 20% of industrial water pollution globally is attributable to the dyeing and treatment of
textiles. In recent years, the textiles industry has been identified as a major contributor to the issue of plastic
entering the ocean, which is a growing concern because of the associated negative environmental and health
implications. It has been estimated that around half a million tones of plastic microfibers shed during the washing of
plastic-based textiles such as polyester, nylon, or acrylic end up in the ocean annually. Today’s textiles system also
has multiple negative societal impacts. Many workers face dangerous working environments due to unsafe
processes and the hazardous substances used in production. High cost and time pressures are often imposed on all
parts of the supply chain, which can lead to workers suffering poor working conditions with long hours and low pay,
with evidence, in some instances, of modern slavery and child labor. The potential for negative societal impacts does
not stop at the factory door. Local communities, while benefiting from employment in the industry, may suffer from
its poor environmental practices. For example, discharging untreated production wastewater pollutes local rivers
used for fishing, drinking, or bathing.

14 Circular Fibres Initiative analysis – for details see Part I of this report

13 Watson, D., et al., Exports of Nordic used textiles: Fate, benefits and impacts (2016), p.67

12  Fachverband Textilrecycling, Konsum, Bedarf und Wiederverwendung von Bekleidung und Textilien in
Deutschland (2016), p.37
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The Negative Impacts of the Textiles Industry Are Set To Drastically Increase By 2050

Source: Circular Fibres Initiative analysis – for details see Part I

Consumption of non-renewable resources of the textiles industry, including oil to produce synthetic fibers, fertilizers
to grow cotton, and chemicals to produce, dye, and finish fibers and textiles 2 Carbon budget based on Degrees
scenario. 
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